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Our Mission
& Values
Atlas fundamentally expands access to
assistance dogs. We support people with
disabilities to train and certify their own
service dog using positive, ethical training
methods. At Atlas, we believe anyone who
would benefit from a qualified assistance
dog should be able to have one.

Because anyone who would benefit
from a qualified assistance dog

should be able to have one.
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Dear Atlas Family,
It is hard to believe how far we have come in the last six years
since founding Atlas, with 2021 being one of the most amazing years
of them all. We went into 2021 with an ambitious strategic plan to
both improve and expand our programs and accomplished just that.
As I think back over what Atlas has been able to accomplish this last
year, I am filled with incredible awe and appreciation for all who have
been a part of what we do and make it possible.
The dedication, quality, integrity
and capabilities of our volunteers is inspiring!
It is only thanks to our volunteers that our programs exist and that our clients are able to have
access to the quality of training we provide. Speaking of our clients – it is no small amount of
effort to train one’s own service dog, even with our support. Thank you to our clients and their
many supporters who are out there pushing for their rights, expanding access for service dog
handlers, and ensuring their dog is thriving and happy in the process.
For our trainers, going through our professional program to ensure they have the skills to ethically and proficiently work with people with disabilities and their dogs – THANK YOU! You are
changing the world of service dog training and assumptions about who can train dogs, the type
of dogs that can be trained, and how they should be trained. Thank you for walking this critical
journey with us.
Finally, without the financial support of our donors, we wouldn’t exist. I am incredibly grateful
for the continued generous support of our many financial donors, large and small.
At Atlas we celebrate the many capabilities of disabled people, of dogs, of what is possible in
life. So, in this season of new life and spring growth, I saw this as the perfect time to thank each
and every person and animal who is part of making it possible that anyone who would benefit
from a service dog can have one. With deep and humble appreciation.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Kolar, Board President
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Achievements
+

30% Increase in Certified Teams!

+

75% Increase in Team Facilitators!

With their hard work and dedication, three teams successfully completed
their training, bringing us to a total of 13 working teams across the country.
Entering 2022, five additional teams are currently in-training, and we only
expect that to grow as we continue through the year.

As a core strategic plan initiative in 2021, we put great effort to updating
our Team Facilitator and Client training programs to be more streamlined,
supportive, and effective. Our increase in Team Facilitators ready to work
with clients directly speaks to the success of those changes. We now have
30 facilitators in 12 states across the US who can support our client teams.

Achievements
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New Programs Added!

We launched two exciting new programs, Teams Set in Motion™
and Assistance Dogs Set in Motion™. Thanks to these programs,
we are expanding the ways and number of people we can help.
We celebrated our entrance to the new year with our acquisition of our first puppy, a lovely chocolate lab named Lottie.
Lottie and one other pup yet to be found will both be raised to
go to veterans thanks to generous donations from the Latham
Foundation and a major anonymous donor.

+

30% Increase in Atlas Certified Trainers!

Our Atlas Academy is a significant endeavor for the trainers going through
the program. In 2021 we graduated three additional trainers, bringing our
graduate count to 11. One of our strategic initiatives in 2021 was to significantly increase the support and throughput of our trainer program in parallel with expanding our course offerings.

A new Partnership!

We were excited to form a partnership with Growing Veterans, a
wonderful nonprofit in Washington committed to ending the social
isolation that can lead to suicide in veterans. Five Atlas trainers
and Team Facilitators completed their Peer support training and
our partnership resulted in a financial contribution that allows us
to fully fund training and client certification costs for at least 5
veterans and their dogs with extra support of each other and the
Growing Veterans community. As we enter 2022, we are excited to
bring this opportunity to fruition.

+

New Advisory Board!

We were thrilled to add an Advisory Board to our team, along with our
first two advisors, who are prominent figures in the positive dog training
community. Professional dog trainers and authors Ken Ramirez and Mikkel Becker have joined us in promoting our services and are helping us
consistently improve our training programs.
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Financial Highlights
Each year has brought more growth and maturity to our financial position, with 2021 being
a real turning point. In 2021 we received our first grants, bequests, and first larger private
donations from individuals not previously associated with Atlas. These donations almost
doubled our 2020 contributed and earned income, which resulted in our ability to clear all
startup debt, create additional scholarship funds, and hire our second employee to allow
us to better serve our constituents and grow our organization’s impact. We enter 2022 with
the strongest financial position we have ever had.
Starting in 2021 and into 2022, we are excited to continue applying these funds to
offset costs and provide scholarship opportunities to clients and trainers, with our focus
in 2022 being on supporting Black, veteran, and/or low-Income individuals.

Financial Highlights

Revenue

Expenses

Transparency Matters
Atlas is committed to transparency, and we are proud
to have achieved GuideStar’s Platinum rating.
Our Form 990EZ is available on our website at www.atlasdog.org.
If you have questions, we’d love to answer them.
Contact us at info@atlasdog.org
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Our Programs
To support even more people in unique ways, two new programs were launched in 2021
on top of our current Client Certification, Team Facilitator, and Trainer programs.

Assistance Dogs Set in Motion™ - New!
Though many disabled people can and want to participate in the
training of their own service dog, starting fresh with a puppy is not
always a viable option. Assistance Dogs Set in Motion allows for a
puppy to be raised and trained by an Atlas Puppy Raiser until the
puppy is one year of age, establishing significant foundation skills
before going home to their person. With significant support in place
to help the client and dog acclimate to each other, they will soon
be ready to enter our Team Certification program to continue their
training towards becoming an Atlas Certified Team. With this new program in place, we
purchased Lottie, a chocolate lab puppy who is now with her puppy raiser being trained
for a veteran. They will be paired up in November 2022 and ready to continue their training
journey together.
Through our Client Certification Program, our clients enjoy hands-on and continuous support
through the training of their service dog’s disability tasks, public access skills, and learn to
become their own best advocates as they navigate their daily lives with their dog.
“Ollie came to my life in a time when I needed him the most. I was
struggling with daily anxiety, depression, panic attacks, and became
easily overwhelmed in large crowds. The Team Facilitators that
worked with me at Atlas listened to my needs, guided me and Oliver
through training, and most importantly always kept us positive and
on track. After months of training, Oliver has learned to pick up on
my cues, alerting before a breakdown and helping me through. He has
given me back so much confidence and allowed me to be independent
and lead a meaningful, fulfilled life. Thank you Atlas!”
- Toni, Atlas Certified Client
Our program focuses on each individual and meeting them where they are at. We view disability as an important part of someone’s story and we aim for all our clients to thrive with
their disability, not despite it.
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“Goose helps me work my dream job even with my disabilities. I work
in Outdoor Education, which is very physically involved and wouldn’t
be possible without the mobility and balance support he provides. He
has let me continue hiking despite the progression of my symptoms.
My lovely Team Facilitator has been so supportive during the ups
and downs of training. She has helped me adapt and add tasks to his
repertoire to keep up with my disability and lifestyle needs. I know
no matter what changes with my health, Goose and I will be able to
work as a team to meet the challenge.” -Cora, Atlas Certified Client
It is thanks to our highly skilled Atlas Team Facilitators, who work
with our teams through their training, that we can provide such individualized and caring support, and at low cost. Team Facilitators
are volunteers who get significant training and mentorship to learn
how to work with our clients. They have an immense impact on our
clients’ lives and for Atlas.
Part of the training for Team Facilitators is going through a subset
of the courses from our Trainer Academy. Atlas’ Trainer Academy
is our way of expanding the pool of qualified and ethical service
dog trainers able to work with disabled people and their dogs. Through an expansive curriculum, trainers develop their communication and teaching skills, their overall dog training skills,
as well as learn to understand and work with people with a wide range of disabilities and train
specific service dog tasks related to mobility, psychiatric, medical, and scent work.

“I would never have been able to put a bag of treats, open, on any surface that Wilma
could get a month ago. This program has taught me so much.” -Kristina , TSiM student

Teams Set in Motion™ - New!

Newly launched, this online course can support a wide range of
people and dogs. Service dog in training handlers, as well as emotional support dog, therapy dog, or pet dog owners can all benefit
from this program which provides a wealth of information to help
dog parents learn how to give their dog the right start. Students
learn how to use positive training methods such as clicker training, they develop skills to help their dogs build confidence and
resilience, teach their dogs basic and advanced obedience skills,
and overall, to help the person and their dog develop a strong and
loving bond.
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Our Staff and Board

Meet Atlas Assistance Dogs
We are so grateful for our dedicated staff along with our all-volunteer Board of
Directors and Advisory Board members who share their passion and talents with
us every day to make our mission possible.

Our Staff

Molly Neher Director of Operations and Programs
Rosa Garcia Arreola Program Support Coordinator

Our Volunteer Board of Directors

Jennifer Kolar Founder, President, Strategic
Planning, Programs, and Technology
Mark Nowicki Vice President, Marketing,
Strategic Planning, and Technology
Erin Petersen Treasurer, Financial
Oversight, and Technology
Michael Kolar Founder, Secretary,
Governance, Grants, and Strategic Planning
Jenny Kachnic Marketing and Fund Development
Beth Mantis Outreach
Meryl Redisch Fund Development and Grants

Our Advisory Board Members

Mikkel Becker Lead Animal Trainer for Fear Free Pets, author, Certified Karen Pryor
Training Partner, and Certified Canine Behavior Consultant.
Ken Ramirez Chief Training Officer for Karen Pryor Clicker Training, author,
and TV series host of Talk to the Animals.

Our Special Volunteers
We are also fortunate to have over fifty dedicated volunteers across the globe giving
their time to this organization to expand access to assistance dogs for more people.
The following are some of our special volunteers we would like to recognize.
Joe Ackley Graphic Designer
Niki Becker Founder, Past Board Member, and continued board support
Paul Butler CPA, Accounting Oversight and Taxes
Melanie Cheung Volunteer Coordinator

Looking Ahead
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Melissa Compton Bookkeeper
Debbie Engelmeyer Salesforce Architect and Developer
Dominique Joan Graphic Designer of Annual Report
Sabine Johnson Team Facilitator, Puppy Raiser, and program support
Sandeep Katta Form Assembly Administrator and Salesforce Developer
Silke Martin Grants and fundraising support
Jill Mohr Team Facilitator Lead, Atlas Certified Trainer,
Atlas Academy Instructor, and program support
Shelly Phillips Team Facilitator Lead, Atlas Certified Trainer,
Atlas Academy and Team Set in Motion Instructor, and program support
Laura Rogers Team Facilitator and Puppy Raiser
We would like to also thank all of our dedicated and passionate volunteer Team Facilitators
who work directly with our clients to help them get through our certification program.
Team Facilitators make a direct impact in the lives of our clients by providing hands-on
guidance and support during the critical stages of their service dogs’ training.
We could not do it without them!

Looking Ahead
Assistance Dogs International Candidacy
We will be applying for Assistance Dog International (ADI) candidacy in summer of
2022. Assuming we are approved for candidacy,; we will have a two-year wait before
we can apply for full ADI accreditation in 2024. ADI positions us to expand access to a
robust internationally recognized certification to the individuals who go through our
client certification program. It also opens many doors for funding opportunities to
allow us to help a far greater number of people.
Planning for the Future
Our 2022-24 Strategic Plan positions us extremely well to benefit from the foundation
we have worked so hard to establish, while setting the organization up to succeed
well into the future. The focus of this plan is to establish a reliable, repeatable, and
sustainable model that will help us continue our mission for years to come.
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Support
Atlas Assistance Dogs
Too many barriers exist for people with disabilities in their search for obtaining or training a
service dog. Your tax-deductible donation will go directly to help increase access to ethical
service dog training services for disabled people to obtain a lifesaving service dog. With your
help, we can break barriers and allow more people to thrive with a dog at their side!

Want to learn more on how you can help?
Contact us for more information.

www.atlasdog.org
Info@atlasdog.org
503 893 8080
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